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Treating and prevention of hemorrhagic fever

Remedies for treatment:

1. Crotlus hor (Crot Horr) 30c, 200c 1m, a preventative. don’t suggest starting now.
We don’t know that its here. If we do hear of it somewhere then we would take it.
Daily, in water. Succuss it in between.

Symptoms include: difficulty swallowing, constriction of throat, blood dark purple,
lot of swelling with purpelish mottled skin.

Notes:

a. Blood can be different colors. So can clots.
b. This remedy was used when Ebola broke out a few years ago.
c. 1 M potency is included in the kit of the remedies included b/c of covid we

have seen the need for stronger potencies.
d. Ebola a created disease, no nosode for it. B/c of the vaccine the 2

versions for where they were discovered in labs in 1952. Marburg and
Ebola for the river where it occurred. Same hemorrhagic fever

Protocol for administering remedies:

a. Start w 200c give once every ½ hour for 3 doses. If no change and feel
it fits then go to 1M.

b. If was contracted repeat as often as need to. Should notice a
difference right away. And continue dosing until there are no more
symptoms. Can take as frequently as every 5min

2. Bothraps (Bothr) – Symptoms: nervous trembling, difficulty speaking, lethargy,
swollen face. Black vomiting.

3. Lachesis (Lach, not included in the kit) – b/c its in all the other kits. Symptoms:
Delirium and trembling with confusioun. Hemorrhaging anywhere, eyes, ears
nose mouth. Can’t bear restrictive or constrictive clothing anywhere and
especially around the throat. Cannot lay on the left side.

4. Merc cor – (Merc Corr) Symptoms: extreme bleeding, better lying on back w
knew bent, delirium, headaches, burning cheeks, sensitivity to light, black
swollen lip and metallic bitter or salty taste in mouth, also very bad smelly breath
and other foul smells coming from body or blood.

5. Secale – (Sec C) thin, slow, painless oozing, dark hemorrhage w often with
odor, cold skin, tingling in the limbs, want to be uncovered even though cold,
worse from any type of motion.
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6. Echinacea-(ech) sepsis in the blood, blood poisoning, fetid smelling discharges
and enlarged lymph nodes.

7. Syphilinum (syph) : nosode, and what noticed w covid is using nosodes to help
get over the disease, it comes back and lingering. Hemorrhaging at any point is a
syphilitic condition. If someone contracts, give 1 dose of syph and then continue
treating w other remedies listed for the specific type of hemorrhage and blood.

How to look for the Remedies in Materia Medicas (MM) or Reparatory:

Example: Look at bothraps in materia medica and find hemorrhage from every orifice
of the body, inability to articulate without any affection of the tongue, throat red dry
constricted cannot swallow liquids. So can look up symptoms to differentiate.

-The MM by Robin Murphy, over 1600 remedies

-Roger Morrison desktop guide like a cliff notes version might not be enough info. He
does not have as much details

-Most of these (remedies for hemorrhagic fever) are snake remedies and they affect the
blood.

Questions:

Q: 1 dose of syph in 200 or 1 m.

A: Whatever you have, 1 dose.

Note: Syph is a disease that is destructive to the body or the mind, extremely
destructive, not like pneumonia, body is still intact, not destroying you. Want to
clear that out at a deeper level.

Like when kids get strep, give strep nosode to clear it out then the appropriate
remedy to fit the acutes.

Q: Would you open the case w the nosodes then give the other remedy immediately?

A: Yes. Its helpful to use the nosode to clear out the disease tendencies.

Q: You mentioned creams you would recommend?

A: I have an arnica and a calendula. Also florazone, psoriaflora, arniflora, used to using
cortisone or over the counter ointments these will replace them. Psoiafloa for dry itching
skin, calendula for burns, cuts , abrasions, boric and taffle is the floraszone. Those are
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the main ones. Between the 3 of those we are good. B/c you know the others (cortisone
creams or antiitch creams are suppressive.) Use arnica for every tiny thing. Itch or
irritation. Keep it on hand.

a. Arnica fro bruises, scrapes, better internally (w remedy pill) but can put on
topically.

b. Calendula prefer the gel, light or minor burn, sunburn, bug bites,
i. Ex when daughter was born and was in the nicu and she was born

and was there for a month and developed a terrible diaper rash and
nothing was clearing it. Do you have anything at home, had him
take the calendula gel, mick

ii. Mother in law’s brother had bedsores and gave the brothers wife
calendula gel and it healed the bedsores.

iii. Arnica gel not supposed to be used on broken skin, bruises, hits
head, falls, give orally and put gel on the forehead. Go right to the
light green won’t swell and won’t know what happened.

Q: I get severe hives where I could rip off my skin, would one of these help?
Unbelievable itching pain.

A: Yes could try , might want to do a constitutional appointment for that. Maybe try better
for minor things. Could also try Apis or Urtica urens also as possible a hives acute
treatment. Rhus tox sometimes.

Q: Talking about the preventative, corroatlis horridis, lets say its happening, how do we
take it and how often

A: Daily and in water, and sucuss in between and take a ½ teaspoon.

Q: And then if you do any of the remedy you say repeat every 30 min x 3 doses, and if
you think it’s the right remedy but not seeing help then you go up to the 1 m.

A: yes. Preventative is daily 1x a day

Q: Are these all for Ebola?

A. Yes, these are the main remedies used. If you have these symptoms they can be
used for other things. This makes it feasible for an epidemic. Most of the time 200c is
enough, but since covid needs the higher potencies.
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Q: Any hemorrhagic, yellow, dengue, rocky mountain, Marburg, Middle E respiratory, if
the symp fit then any of these remedies can be used?

A: Yes.

Q: Would you suggest that everybody here get a materia medica of some kind for when
you cannot get online?

A: Yes.

a. Do not recommend Kent's lectures.
b. Do recommend Robin Murphy and Boericke, also online materia medicas too

Q: Let's say you are helping someone and they have weird symptoms, b/c its bad, and
nervous. Go to Robin Murphy and see all the info and not sure how to figure out how to
find the symptoms.

A. So Repertory is where you look up symptoms. List of symptoms.
a. Ex fear something bad will happen, is under, Fear, happens. Its thinking

like Yoda. They are listed backwards.

Q : What is a nosode and how should it be taken, its like a vaccine.?

A: Not necessarily.

a. A nosode is made from disease material, so for example, pneumococcin is
made from disease of pneumonia, somebody who had pneumonia. So that is
very powerful against the disease.

b. Ex the measles so made from an exudate of a actual person w measels.
c. There is a protocol to use it like an immunization some are like that some are not
d. Example : carcinocinm is made from cancer, taking it will not prevent cancer,
e. Some have a protocol for immunization, some can be used if they think they are

getting the disease.
f. Work at a deeper level then the regular remedies.
g. Large diseases like syphilis they leave a tendency towards disease on all the

people who are born from that person for all of eternity basically so syphililnm or
syphiliteic condition.
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Miasms:

Ok, so all remedies, constitutionally, can be grouped under different categories called
miasms. And these miasms are a tendency towards a specific ailment and /or disease.
So when somebody probably still today but years ago contracted syphilis and then went
on after that to have children.

Those generations from then on could have disease that was an ailment that are
stylistic which is destructive, which is alchoholism. To the extreme drug addiction to the
crème bone cancer extremely painful. So you see disease and conditions that are
destroying the person. It can be someone who is such a workaholic that they’re literally
destroying themselves. That is a syphilitic condition.

And literally at this point in time. I think all of us have all of these different miasm. But
again, its which ones are kind of bubbling up to the surface with each of us. Its definitely
not the case with everybody so then can help with those situations. But they also need
remedies as well.

They work at a deeper level something that is more at your core then remedies made
from plants animals and minerals.

In constitutional care will have an intercurrent. Most people will take a remedy 3x in 24
hours and then don’t redoes again for another month. In between those they may take a
nosode. In particular, if that’s what the practitioner has prescribed for them depending
on what’s going on for them.

Q: So if syph is nosode what is it made from.

A: Its made from a person w syphilus

Q: So how does that help w Ebola?

A: Because ebola is a syphilitic condition, whenever you have a disease that is
destroying the body then you have a syphilitic condition.

a. You want to have something that is going to resonate with the boday at a deeper
level.

b. And just we have seen a lot of that with covid so that’s why the nosode is in the
kit. B/c if this comes around, what’s going on is not normal anymore and needing
nosodes to deal with covid that’s cleared up will help people along with the other
remedies much more where people would not recover if they didn’t have the
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nosode. Or if things are dragging on longer then expected that there would be
the same thing if this comes to pass.

Q: Clarification - If we become sick and then we take the nosode first. Then we go to a
remedy that matches our symptoms, take every thirty min that remedy and then what?

So lets say the remedy doesn't work? Do we move on to another remedy? How long do
we wait.?

A.: Did it really match the picture, so purple blood or black vomit, not really normal, so
lets say use a 200c, and if don’t see a change go to a r1 M if after 3 doses didn’t see a
change. If still don’t see a change, then would look in matiera medica. Ex going to look
under vomiting, black in the Boericke MM,

Q: While you are looking for another clarification: so lets say it’s the right remedy and
taken 3x and feel like getting better, do you take more?

A: Would continue taking if helping you, probably don’t need as often. So if after 3
doses you see improvement. Want to take until the person is at least 80% improvement.
Continue until you get to the 80%.

a. Lets say it’s the black vomit, they improve and stop vomiting then after 2 hours
they get sick again give them the remedy again.

b. Ok so black vomit has 48 remedies, so this is hemorrhagic fever so will look at
snake remedies first. Lachesis, crot hor, and merc cor, and that should cover it
start there.

c. So go and look in repertory and look at the symptoms and see what fits and what
else phos is there b/c it’s also for hemorrhage and bleeding. Use to look at the
symptoms and see what other ones fit.

d. Example: someone in Africa a few years ago had Ebola and was bleeding from
all orifices and a doctor was sick and someone snuck a remedy into the hospital
to give it to him. And he recovered. And at that point with allopathic remedies he
was gone. It was just a 200c and he recovered.

e. Q/Comment: murphy repertory and looked in clinicals under vomit black,
interesting none of the snake remedies is listed higher than 3rd tier. So I looked
under fevers, bleeding, symptoms of or tendency and way fewer remedies and
crot and lach are listed there but helps to see how to narrow down the choices. It
has a lot of them but not the bolded ones. and the next tier down is these … so
the different repertories can list them differently.

f. And that makes another good point. When you know the hemorrhage is serious,
like phos or some other hemorrhage phos would be my first go to for a normal
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hemorrhage. When you know its serious you would look more at these ebola like
remedies.

g. Knowing what the substance is and how it works in nature relates to how its used
in remedies.

h. Example : under the black vomit is lactrodonis mactis which is a black widow
spider. Which the Morrison book does not go into. So if you think about the
symptoms from a black widow bite. And you cross reference what is listed and
see what symptoms are exhibited in the remedies that match what you are
looking for.

Q: What is the red book, and which is better?

A: The red book is Robin Murphy’s Materia Medica and his Reperatory.

a. It depends on the budget and don’t be surprised if you are overwhelmed about
the information. It’s a different way of thinking. Pray for guidance. Which is better
depends on you and your budget. Boerike has a lot and its less expensive, older
language but an easier place to start.

Example: Periodcity – symptoms that occur on a regular basis. Every 3-5 days.

Example: arsenicum, has a lot of anxiety, so if looking at someone In your family who is
getting a lot of headaches but they are not having anxiety. So you would pass arsenium
up b/c there is no anxiety

Polycrests: those are the ones you want to look at first. The remedies that Hahnemann
proved in his lifetime and so we have the most information on, b/c have a couple
hundred years of them. So example, Zing and know its not anywhere near a polycrest
so wont look will look at one more familiar.

References:

● Anne’s site:  HajekHomeopathy.com
● Class schedule:  HajekHomeopathy/CORAC.html
● Wholehealthnow.com
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● Naturereveal.com
● Amazon.com, has some books 2nd hand.
● Robin Murphy : https://homeopathic.com/product/natures-materia-medica-4/
● Best price $89

https://lotushealthinstitute.com/store/books/177-natures-materia-medica-4th-editi
on.html

● Repertory
https://homeopathic.com/product/metarepertory-mind-body-clinical-index-of-hom
eopathic-remedies-2018-edition-4th-edition/

● Boericke – simpler and easier to start with.
● Free version online:

https://www.materiamedica.info/en/free-materia-medica-books.php
● https://a.co/d/9wVx4r5 , or
●

https://www.thriftbooks.com/w/pocket-manual-of-homeopathic-materia-medica-an
d-repertory-and-a-chapter-on-rare-and-uncommon-remedies_william-boericke/38
323095/?resultid=acc05415-c9d6-42f3-a031-a2f4366cf6c7#edition=2020015&idi
q=7442601

● Morrison desktop guide:
https://homeopathic.com/product/desktop-guide-to-keynotes-and-confirmatory-sy
mptoms/

● ABE and Thrift Books – also have used books
● Creams Mentioned:

o Florazone: https://a.co/d/0Bhe6Ti
o Calendula cream : https://a.co/d/dIu0u6q
o Calendula gel: https://a.co/d/5u7qzVV
o Psoriaflora: https://a.co/d/beC2XPK
o Arniflora: https://a.co/d/13z0vju
o Arnica gel: https://a.co/d/e57QlPy
o
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